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Overview of the project

Overview of the project
Integrating Foundational Learning (IFL) is a project to strengthen the ability of staff of community‐based
adult learning programs to better meet the foundational learning needs of adults in Calgary through
professional development workshops and mentorship with literacy and essential skills specialists.
Project activities included group training on identifying and integrating foundational learning into adult
learning programs. Organizations who attended the training could apply for a mentor to help them
integrate foundational learning in their programs. A list of mentored organizations is provided below.
This project also included networking events for mentored programs to share their understanding of the
strengths and needs of adult learners and how to improve foundational learning for adults.
Foundational learning refers to the basic skills or competencies adults require to fully participate in life:
the ability to participate as neighbours and citizens, have satisfying employment and prepare to pursue
further learning (Calgary Learns, 2011).
The federal government has identified nine essential skills for work and life: reading, document use,
numeracy and math, writing, computer use, oral communication, working with others, critical thinking
and continuous learning. The first four of these are the traditional 'literacy skills'.
The IFL project was designed to make explicit the literacy and essential skills included in foundational
learning and to help program staff strategize about embedding foundational learning in their programs.
The project ran from September 2014 – December 2016.
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Objectives of the project

Objectives of the project


Focusing on strengths, help programs identify how literacy and essential skills are embedded in
their foundational learning programs and identify what literacy and essential‐skills based activities
and processes each organization needs to embed into their programs.



Use group training to teach program staff how to embed literacy and essential skills‐based
activities into their courses and to learn best practices from each other.



Use literacy specialists as mentors to assist individual programs in embedding literacy and
essential skills into their foundational learning programs.
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Participants in the IFL Project:

Participants in the IFL Project:
Adult learning programs

Mentors

Programs which received mentorship were:


















Alberta Council of Disability Services
(ACDS): Foundations in Community
Disability Studies
Bow Valley College: Centre for Excellence
in Foundational Learning – Literacy and
Essential Skills Reading/Writing Program
The Calgary Bridge Foundation for Youth:
In School Settlement Program
Calgary Immigrant Educational Society:
Language Instruction for Newcomers
(LINC) Program
Calgary Immigrant Women’s Association
(CIWA): Employment Preparation for the
Retail Industry for Low Literacy Immigrant
Women Program
Calgary John Howard Society: Learning
Enhanced Employment Program (LEEP)
Centre for Newcomers: EthniCity Catering
Program & Women’s Life Skills Program
Elizabeth Fry Society of Calgary: SAGE –
Emotional Wellness and Employment
Readiness Program
Inside Out Theatre
Making Changes Association:
Employment and Life Skills Program
Momentum Community Economic
Development: Savings Circles
SCOPE: Essential Skills and Social Group
Class

Nine adult learning specialists were mentors for
the project. Their backgrounds included
specialties in adult learning, adult literacy,
essential skills, or in working with
developmentally delayed adults.
IFL Project Mentors:
Belle Auld
Lorene Anderson
Jeanette Coombe
Emily Robinson Leclair
Carol McCullough
Gail McDougall
Terri Peters
Melanie Reinboldt
Evelyn Tait
Mentors met six times throughout the project
to develop a community of practice. During
meetings, mentors shared promising practices
and provided suggestions for each other on how
to help the facilitators in their organizations.
The mentors’ responsibilities were:






Attend mentor meetings throughout the
project.
Observe a workshop or workshops to
learn what their organizations do.
Help organizations think about how to
incorporate the ideas from the IFL
workshops into their daily work and
organizational practices.
Be a sounding board for partner
organization’s ideas and provide helpful
suggestions based on their own
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Participants in the IFL Project:




knowledge and experience as literacy and
adult learning specialists.
Check‐in with organizations regularly
throughout the project.
Help organizations think about what
they’d like to include in their case study.

Mentors were not responsible for:



Developing content for any workshops or
writing the case study.
Making any decisions about workshop,
program or organizational changes
organizations would make as a result of
this project.

Promising practices for mentors
The following promising practices came from
the IFL Project mentors themselves.
Learn about the organization and facilitators:
 Develop a background in what the
organization is about so they recognize
that you understand their audience and
content
 Build a relationship with the program
facilitator(s) first so they feel comfortable
calling or emailing when they have a
problem/question/thought
 Ask questions to learn more about what
the facilitators do and what challenges
they are experiencing
 If mentoring co‐facilitators in a program,
try to meet with them separately, to get a
feel for how they interact together, while
also getting the individual input and
perspectives of each facilitator
 Listen to the work experiences of the
facilitators to validate what they are doing
well, to find out what their problem areas
are, and to learn how they approach
issues and problems
Focus on the positive first using an asset‐based
approach:
 Focus on competency – what are the
facilitators’ and adult learners’ strengths?
 Focus on the learners in the program and
what can be done to augment or improve
their skills and knowledge
 Help people with what they want to do
first (i.e. evaluation or PowerPoint) and
then essential skills after that
 Additional resources can be added to
programs once interest is there and
relevance to their programming is
observed
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Participants in the IFL Project:
Remember your role as a mentor:
 Be stable ‐ be there for your participants
 Check‐in regularly with the facilitators
 Take things in small pieces ‐ don’t expect
or push for large scale change
 Keep reminding yourself of your role –
change needs to come from the
organization, not from you as the mentor
 Remember that the people you are
mentoring are adult learners too, even
though they are in the field of facilitating
adult learners, they are learning more to
help them with their tasks, goals, etc.
 Be patient ‐ sometimes it’s hard to get
feedback from organizations because
they’re so busy
 Raise awareness ‐ mentors can plant
seeds of change in an organization
 Role play facilitation techniques to give
adult learning facilitators practice with
new strategies
 Continue to build on questioning
techniques so that facilitators can practice
their skills
 Co‐mentor with another specialist, if you
can – helps to round out suggestions for
change that facilitators may want to
embrace

Mentor insights
Belle Auld & Jeanette Coombe ‐ Mentors for
EthniCity at Centre for Newcomers
Belle’s insights:
Mentoring felt very similar to tutoring because
we always kept adult learning principles in
mind. It was competency‐based (start from
what they are doing well), and learner‐
centered, even though Jeanette and I saw some
things we felt could be worked on, it was
ultimately up to the program facilitators and
their manager to decide how we could be of
use.
My favourite activity was modelling ‐ in this
case acting out 'questioning skills' (and not just
because I got to be the difficult student) ‐ it was
fun. It was kinaesthetic and effective and it was
fun.
For example, we told the facilitators to give a
ridiculous instruction "and now we are going to
marinate and cook Belle" ‐ to see if the learners
were paying attention.
We also always tried to keep in mind 'What
skills do EthniCity learners need in order to get
the most from this course ‐ and how do we help
the facilitators stay constantly aware of this?'
Jeannette’s insights:
We also did a review of the two evaluation
forms that the EthniCity students need to fill
out at the end of the course.
Belle made a wonderful table that gave a good
overview to make sure that the questions
indeed related to the objectives of the course.
The majority of our comments were related to
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Participants in the IFL Project:
plain language suggestions for the layout and
wording. The comments seemed to be well‐
received by the manager.
Following are my ideas for best practices:
 As a new mentor, I really enjoyed the
benefit of working with another mentor to
bounce off ideas, impressions, and
possible approaches in order to prevent
me from getting “lost at sea”.
 Listen to the work experiences of the
facilitators to validate what they are doing
well, to find out what their problem areas
are, and to learn how they approach
issues and problems.
 At times, we worked with both facilitators
at the same time, at other times we talked
to them individually. I liked this mixture; it
was good to get a feel for how they
interacted together, while we were also
getting the individual input and
perspectives of each facilitator.
Personal benefits of mentoring:
 It widened my experience in working with
adult literacy.
 Through the mentor meetings, I became
aware of the different kinds and types of
programs that offer instruction on so
many different topics and levels therein.
 Never before have I participated in a
business setting where daily deadlines set
the tone of the work environment. I had
to adapt to this reality of productivity first
and learning second.
 I realized that workplace restrictions can
curtail methods of learning. For example:
Health and Safety regulations curtail the
amount of visuals related to the job that
can be displayed in a kitchen setting
because of their potential for harbouring
germs.

What stood out for me at the end of this project
is the need for facilitator training and extended
mentoring in community programs to ensure
the application of the facilitation skills and the
implementation of Foundational Learning and
Essential Skills in the effective delivery of the
programs. I feel as if we just got started and
now we are already finished. Building
relationships and exploration of different issues
takes time. In EthniCity, the facilitators did not
have a lot of extra time to devote to this.
Lorene Anderson – Mentor for Making
Changes, Centre for Newcomer’s Women’s Life
Skills Program, and The Bridge Foundation for
Youth
Even though a program may be funded under
another category, such as literacy, speaking,
some kind of specific content, instructors need
to teach the skills needed to access the learning
in their program. This learning with enhance the
learners ability for all programs. Ex. A pre‐
employment program may still need to
specifically teach the language and document
use skills to access the content of the program.
Instructors need to ask themselves what skills
they are currently asking of their learners to
access their programs, activities, information?
They think of the content, but what skills do
they need to access that content?
Ex. If you are using a handout can they access
it. Do they have the necessary skills such as:
 document use
 language, specific vocabulary/
terminology, jargon, idioms,
colloquialisms
Are you enhancing any other essential skills
your learners might need in order to meet their
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Participants in the IFL Project:
goals in life, or the intended goals of the
program?
Ex. A pre‐employment program:
 you can encourage/insist on punctuality ‐
this is a workplace norm in Canada
 working with others – have them do some
small group work because it happens a lot
in the workplace – review the norms for
small group work and actively teach the
skill
Educate facilitators so they screen everything
they are doing through the lens of essential
skills. This may help them identify reactions
such as fear, frustration, anger as a result of a
lack of essential skill in a particular area.
Stay in front of your organization. Send out
emails between visits with ideas, tips, or just a
“Hello, how are things going?” Everyone is busy
and you need to keep reminding them that you
are a resource. Build a relationship with your
contact so they feel comfortable calling or
emailing when they have a problem/question/
thought.
Carol McCullough – Mentor for Momentum’s
Savings Circles Program
Best practices and what’s important:
 For the future, when advertising, say that
the most effective partnership is one
where the front line deliverers are actively
involved in the training. If “management”
wants to be involved, also good, but the
facilitators are the ones who have to
understand all aspects of the project.
 Again, the management should make
every effort to allow the facilitators to
have paid time to work with the mentors,
outside of their expected job
requirements.







After training or during training,
participants should begin to draft an idea
of what kind/s of changes they are
anticipating making in their organization,
which the mentor can help to facilitate. A
lot of time can be wasted trying to form
this plan once the mentor begins to work
with the mentees.
For the mentors, several meetings with
other mentors during the project are very
helpful for “de‐briefing” and getting ideas
from each other.
Thorough introduction to the essential
skills.

Benefits to the organization:
 Networking that might not happen in any
other context, awareness of what other
agencies offer for clients they might share.
The mentee organizations might not have
access to the community consultations or
networking that Calgary Learns hosts.
 Resource information sharing.
 Facilitation help for practitioners who
might not have any other similar training
despite training in their areas of expertise,
for instance, Social Workers who have no
training in teaching strategies.
Personal notes:
 My favorite story is about the woman at
Momentum, who after working on her
budget, decided to quit smoking because,
as she said, the amount she spent was
equal to three months’ rental costs. She
was using her numeracy skills with
thinking and finally, oral communication,
because she announced it in the class as
well as when the graduation ceremony
encouraged people to share their
“learning” with the rest of the class.
 Seeing the change in self confidence
among people who were “disadvantaged”
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Participants in the IFL Project:







when they started the program. Also,
seeing people develop friendships with
others they would not have had any
relationship with before the class.
Celebration of completion that recognized
each individual as newly accomplished.
I learned such an incredible amount of
useful information about financial
management. I kept saying to one of the
facilitators in the first class, “I hope the
participants really understand how
valuable the information is that they are
getting.” She kept saying to the
participants, “There are many Canadian‐
born, English speaking people who have
never learned about this information.” I
made changes to my own finances based
on what I learned from both the Savings
Circles facilitators. I sincerely hope that
the participants did as well.
I really liked the S.M.A.R.T. strategy!
I felt a strong sense of accomplishment
working with the facilitators of the Saving
Circles program. They were eager to
improve their skills and I felt that I was
able to pass on skills that I have learned
over my career in teaching.





Evelyn Tait – Co‐Mentor for Momentum’s
Savings Circles, and Mentor for Calgary John
Howard Society’s Learning Enhanced
Employment Program
Some best practices:
 Establish a relationship first:
Mentoring starts with a good relationship
between mentor and mentee. Take the
time to get to know the mentee without
any undue pressure. Allow the mentee to
indicate the best time to meet in person.
Initial contact can be by email or
telephone, but until a positive meeting in



person takes place, the relationship
cannot be on a good footing.
Ask questions to learn more about what
they do and what challenges they are
experiencing:
Express interest in the organization, its
programs and the goals they are trying to
achieve. As a mentor, it is best if you have
extensive knowledge of the purpose of
the program, who their adult learners are,
how the learners find out about the
program, how are they selected and how
they know if they are successful in their
goals for the program. Ask questions to
find out what challenges they are facing to
see if there is any way you as a mentor
can be of some assistance to them.
Remember that as a mentor the people
you are mentoring are adult learners too,
even though they are in the field of
facilitating adult learners they are learning
more to help them with their tasks, goals,
etc.
Although we may be working directly with
adult learners as a mentor (in an
observation role), we are also working
with the facilitators who are likewise adult
learners as they learn “new” ways to
assist them in their roles. All of the same
principles of motivation, previous
knowledge, experience‐centred,
collaborative, self‐direction and learner
control apply to them as well.
Introduce the concept of essential skills by
pointing out the ones you have observed
them using in their facilitation techniques:
The notion of essential skills with its nine
components is not necessarily accepted or
understood that readily by some who are
not familiar with the concept. It may
appear as being too onerous a task to
embed into their program. The facilitator
may be more receptive and less
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Participants in the IFL Project:





intimidated to incorporate essential skills
when it is pointed out that in fact they are
already using some of the skills, but were
not aware of it.
The goal should be to increase awareness
about essential skills through
encouragement and reinforcement, one
step at a time.
Facilitators will be encouraged when the
mentor observes and points out where
essential skills are being used in their
facilitation techniques. It points out to
the facilitator the importance of what
they are doing and they may in turn add
more of the essential skills into their
lesson plan/program. They need to be
reassured that this may result in a change
in methodology, but not necessarily
additional content.
Additional resources can be added once
interest is there and relevance to their
programming is observed.
Once the facilitator is engaged and
accepting of a new concept for facilitating,
interviewing, evaluating, or changing
some course content, additional resources
can be offered relevant to their program
in the form of a printed document,

website or a presentation on a topic by
the mentor.
I experienced all of the above practices with
one or both of the organizations I mentored this
past year. I always had to remind myself of my
role and to be accepting of “where they are at,”
and not push them somewhere they are not
prepared to go. In my opinion, success was
achieved as they have incorporated some of the
suggestions I made. And both of them are more
mindful of the essential skills they are offering
to their adult learners.
While Momentum Sharing Circles was already
using some essentials skills, they are now
incorporating all nine essential skills in their
lesson plans. For Calgary John Howard LEEP
program, it was a completely new topic. They
came from a position of being unsure about
adding essential skills to their 3‐week program
to now recognizing how important some of the
essential skills are to their learners in preparing
them for employment. The facilitator now
emphasizes oral communication, working with
others and thinking/problem‐solving skills as
necessary skills for obtaining and maintaining
employment.
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Project activities
The activities in a nutshell
1. IFL Facilitator delivers workshops, which
teach program facilitators the concepts of
literacy, essential skills and foundational
learning.
2. Mentors observe programs to see which
literacy and essential skills facilitators
already include in their training and how
they approach foundational learning with
adults.
3. Mentors discuss with facilitators which
literacy and essential skills it would be best
to teach their students and what other
foundational learning concepts to embed.
4. Mentors help the facilitators embed the
literacy and essential skills and reflect on
their facilitation and the content they
teach.
5. Mentors help with other foundational
learning concepts, which could benefit
adult learning programs, such as revising
documents or evaluation forms into plain
language.
Calgary Learns hosted four networking events
from December 2014 to December 2016, which
focused on the IFL project and key learnings
from the IFL mentors and the organizations they
worked with.
The IFL Facilitator also delivered a 3‐hour
workshop in integrating foundational learning
at the Literacy & Learning Symposium in
October of 2015. During the workshop,
facilitators from Bow Valley College and Calgary
Immigrant Women’s Association joined the IFL
Facilitator to share their key learnings within
the IFL project with 50 adult learning
practitioners from around Alberta.

Training for adult learning
facilitators: October 2014 –
February 2016
265 program facilitators from 27 Calgary adult
learning organizations participated in the
workshops throughout the project. Of these, 13
programs from 12 organizations received a
mentorship.
Workshop 1: Introduction to the IFL Project,
Literacy and Essential Skills (delivered 3 times)
Topics:
 What is foundational learning?
 What are literacy and essential skills?
 What literacy and essential skills are we
already embedding in our programs?
 Which skills do we think we need to
teach?
 Introduction to the IFL project
The nine essential skills are below; note that
many adult literacy practitioners identify
reading, document use, writing and numeracy
as the skills most closely tied to Canadian and
international definitions of literacy:
 Reading
 Document use
 Numeracy
 Writing
 Oral communication
 Working with others
 Thinking
 Computer use (also called Digital
Technology)
 Continuous learning
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Workshop 2: Introduction to Facilitation
(delivered 4 times)
Topics:
 Adults as learners
 Analyzing program content
 What is a facilitator’s role?
 Planning workshops
 Guiding groups

Workshop 4: Evaluating Learning (delivered 4
times)
Topics:
 The Evaluation Cycle
 Intake Assessment
 Ongoing Evaluation
 Exit Assessment
 Reflecting on Evaluation

Workshop 3: Advanced Facilitation Skills
(delivered 4 times)
Topics:
 Managing Difficult Group Dynamics
 Facilitating Multi‐Level Groups:
Differentiating Learning
 Embedding Literacy and Essential Skills in
Lessons

Workshop 5: Plain Language for Clear
Communication (delivered 4 times)
Topics:
 Why is plain language important?
 Plain language principles: audience,
purpose, key messages, jargon, and
readability
 Applying plain language to organizational
documents

Organizations who applied for mentorship received help on how to embed what they learned during the
workshops into their programs. Next are the key successes of the IFL Project for each of the mentored
organizations.
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Successes of the project
The chart below includes the successes each mentored organization identified which improved their
programs for foundational learners. For full details, please read the Case Studies attached to this report.
Organization
Alberta Council of Disability
Services (ACDS):
Foundations in Community
Disability Studies
Bow Valley College:
Centre for Excellence in
Foundational Learning –
Literacy and Essential Skills
Reading/Writing Program

The Calgary Bridge
Foundation for Youth:
In School Settlement Program

Description of successes
 Updated Foundations course using plain language principles
for easier readability – made course more accessible for
participants









Calgary Immigrant Women’s
Association (CIWA):
Employment Preparation for
the Retail Industry for Low
Literacy Immigrant Women
Program



Calgary John Howard Society:
Learning Enhanced
Employment Program (LEEP)










Centre for Newcomers:
Women’s Life Skills Program



Enhanced reading activities to include both concrete and
abstract thinking skills within critical analysis
Renewal of both fiction and non‐fiction module content to
make reading more personally relevant to students
Changed evaluation techniques to add more formative
feedback and view assignments as learning opportunities
rather than summative assessments
Revised PowerPoints and program handouts using plain
language
Altered presentation style and service delivery model to
engage learners more and give learners and opportunity to
relate their new knowledge to what they already know
Developed a one‐page handout for clients to take after the
workshop which contains the key resources for the course
Revised many program documents using plain language,
including the program intake assessment, work experience
agreement, client contract, and program evaluation form
Developed a plain language self‐evaluation chart for learners
to use to reflect on their learning within the course
Employment Preparation staff increased understanding of
essential skills with their administrator and taught other
departments within CIWA more about essential skills
Helped learners understand essential skills, which allows them
to claim the value of the experience and knowledge they have
been developing outside of the mainstream workforce
Improved workshop delivery, especially the ability to identify
which essential skills may be difficult for learners when
accessing online tools – reading, document use, or computer
use
Improved intake processes
Revised class handouts, intake and exit forms using plain
language for multi‐level English language learners
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Inside Out Theatre




Making Changes Association:
Employment and Life Skills
Program





Momentum Community
Economic Development:
Savings Circles







SCOPE:
Essential Skills and Social
Group Class



Decreased class size and shifted program design to
accommodate for specific individual attention to learners
Revised intake process to focus on learner’s goals has led to
improved planning for sessions and more effective post‐
session evaluation
Added icebreaker activities to lessons to review past lessons,
practice oral communication skills and energize the group
Improved verbal feedback technique at the end of lessons to
improve learners’ ability to focus and organize their comments
Improved facilitation techniques to teach vocabulary and
language acquisition for learners
Incorporated SMART goal‐setting into all workshops so that
learners repeat information for retention
Added participatory group activities to course content so that
learners can discover learning for themselves and reflect on
what they’re learning
Now use plain language to explain terminology in ways that
are accessible to everyone
Revised marketing materials using plain language principles
Modified the learning program, checklists, and evaluation
process to better reflect learners’ abilities, goals and successes
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Other key learnings within programs
Increased understanding of what literacy and
essential skills means
IFL Project participants’ understanding of
literacy and essential skills ranged from low
previous knowledge of it to quite sophisticated.
Regardless of their level of knowledge, mentors
took the time to observe and point out where
literacy and essential skills were already
embedded in each organization’s programs.
Using this asset‐based approach, mentee
organizations were able to build on the skills
they already embed in their programs and
began to use a “literacy and essential skills” lens
to evaluate what else might be possible within
their programs.

teaching of terminology in class. Through
careful word choice and repetition, they used
plain language to help adults learn and
remember key terminology.
Positive impact for learners
The IFL Project focused on improving
foundational learning delivery by providing
professional development for program
facilitators. The IFL Facilitator and mentors did
not train frontline learners in any programs.
Program facilitators took their learning from the
IFL Project workshops and mentoring
suggestions, and implemented change in their
own programs. The focus of any program
improvement in foundational learning is
ultimately for the learners themselves.

Revised delivery of programs
All IFL Project participants changed how they
deliver their programs, to a greater or lesser
extent. For some, it meant moving from a
teacher‐centred, lecture‐driven structure to a
more learner‐centred approach. For others, it
meant focusing on evaluation tools and
processes. For all, being able to see their
programs through a “literacy and essential skills
lens” helped them recognize which facilitation
techniques would be most effective for the
adult foundational learners in their programs.

Increased contextual understanding of
programs by program facilitators
Whether program facilitators were able to
implement all of the changes they wanted to or
not, all mentioned that being able to “see” their
programs in a different way has been very
beneficial. Because they are able to notice the
literacy and essential skills already embedded in
the content they deliver in programs, they can
build on that foundation to improve literacy and
essential skills for learners in the program over
time.

Accessible program content through plain
language
For many IFL participants, a key learning was
about the use of plain language in program
documents to make them more accessible for
the wide range of foundational learners coming
into programs. From evaluation forms to
PowerPoint content to workshop handouts,
most organizations made some changes using
plain language principles. Some organizations
also embedded plain language in their verbal

They are also able to attribute learners’
difficulty with program content more to varying
learners’ abilities within literacy and essential
skills than just to the content itself. Because
some programs need to use standardized
content in their programs, they can now focus
on how to facilitate the content using
techniques that build the literacy and essential
skills of their learners. They no longer feel the
pressure to revise all of their content – instead,
they focus on the skill‐building needs of
learners.
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Helpful practices for integrating foundational learning
in programs
The ideas below describe an ongoing process of
embedding foundational learning into your
programs. You do not need to integrate all of
the literacy and essential skills into your
programs. You also do not need to integrate all
of the literacy and essential skills you choose all
at once. This is a gradual process, which takes
time and careful reflection.
In fact, embedding foundational learning is a
constant process of reflecting on your teaching
and asking participants how they are
experiencing the program. If possible, enter
into a mentoring relationship. The best program
results always come from self‐reflection,
student feedback, and a mentor who can help
you think through what you do.
Choose the literacy and essential skills you
teach carefully
Not every literacy or essential skill is
appropriate in your context. You will be the best
judge of which fit well within your program.
Think about how literacy and essential skills are
already embedded in your program and which
skills need more focus. Think about which skills
your learners need in order to engage fully in
the program content.
Work with others in your organization to help
implement positive change
Enlist the help of another person in your
organization who understands foundational
learning or who understands your teaching
context and students well. Ask them to be your
mentor to observe you and provide feedback on
your facilitation skills. Ask your mentor to help
you reflect on which literacy and essential skills

you already embed in your teaching and which
you may need to teach your students.
Reflect on your facilitating
Change how you facilitate and the content of
your lessons based on your own reflections,
observations from your mentor, and feedback
from the students. Ask students how they are
experiencing the new learning:
 What content do they enjoy?
 What might be confusing or hard to learn?
For what reasons?
 Are the facilitation techniques you’re
using helpful?
 What improvements could be made to the
facilitation?
Use plain language
Most of the IFL Project participants applied
plain language principles in one way or another.
Some used it to update promotional materials
or newsletters for their programs. Others
updated their evaluation tools or course
materials. Most found new ways to speak more
clearly with their students. Remember, clear
language should be consistent in writing and
speaking.
Raise awareness of foundational learning,
literacy and essential skills within your own
organization
The ongoing impact of the IFL Project rests with
the participants themselves. Most of the
participants were program facilitators. Many of
them raised awareness about foundational
learning, literacy and essential skills with other
facilitators, managers and supervisors within
their own organizations.
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Conclusion
Foundational learning, literacy and essential skills were new concepts for some IFL Project participants.
Through intensive front‐end training and ongoing workshops and mentoring, each IFL participant
improved their knowledge and ability to embed foundational learning in their programs. Many
participants described seeing their programs and learners with new eyes – with a “literacy and essential
skills lens” – which helped them to describe the value of their current programs and the changes they
wanted to make in concrete terms.
Throughout this 2‐year project, all IFL participants created significant positive change in their programs
and their organizations. Most were able to use plain language principles to improve program
documents, such as intake and evaluation forms, program handouts, and marketing materials. Others
enhanced their facilitation techniques to meet learners’ foundational literacy and essential skills levels
so that the learners could more fully engage in the program content.
For all IFL participants, program change was most effective when it was thoughtful, reflective and
incremental, rather than making broad sweeping changes to programs. Many IFL participants also
continue to influence the decision‐makers in their organizations as they understand the “literacy and
essential skills lens” more over time.
All felt that participating in IFL training and receiving a mentor were fundamental to their success. Being
able to follow up training with mentorship meant that IFL participants could test the waters with new
ideas and techniques in a safe, supportive environment. The IFL project models true lasting success
within programs because it layers learning for participants in this way. Without mentorship, many
programs felt they would not have had the success they did.
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Appendixes: Case Studies from IFL Project
Participants
Each of the IFL Project participants created a case study outlining their learning and the changes they
made to their programs based on feedback from the IFL Project Facilitator and their mentor. Some of
the organizations have documents attached, which show the changes they have made. You may use the
ideas from these documents to inform your own practices.

Appendix A: Bow Valley College
Centre for Excellence in Foundational Learning – Literacy and Essential Skills Reading/Writing Program
Appendix B: The Calgary Bridge Foundation for Youth
In School Settlement Program
Appendix C: Calgary Immigrant Women’s Association (CIWA)
Employment Preparation for the Retail Industry for Low Literacy Immigrant Women Program
Appendix D: Calgary John Howard Society
Learning Enhanced Employment Program (LEEP)
Appendix E: Centre for Newcomers
Women’s Life Skills Program
Appendix F: Inside Out Theatre
Appendix G: Making Changes Association
Employment and Life Skills Program
Appendix H: Momentum Community Economic Development
Savings Circles
Appendix I: SCOPE
Essential Skills and Social Group Class
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Appendix A: Bow Valley College
Centre for Excellence in Foundational Learning – Literacy and Essential Skills Reading/Writing Program
Introduction
The Reading and Writing Self‐Paced class is part of Bow Valley College’s Literacy and Essential Skills (LES)
area in the Centre for Excellence in Foundational Learning (CEFL). The LES area focuses on helping adult
learners develop their skills in order to move into High School, the community or into entry level jobs.
The Reading (Level 2, 3, 4 and 5) and Writing (Level 2, 3, 4 and 5) courses offered in LES address
Essential Skill levels 1 through 2.
Given the needs of learners in Reading and Writing Levels 2 and 3, these courses are only offered in a
traditional instructor‐led class. Students can choose to take Reading or Writing 4 and 5 in either a
traditional classroom setting or in our self‐paced blended learning program. The self‐paced model
allows students to have a more flexible schedule and learn independent study skills, while being
supported by both an online learning platform and two full time instructors in the class.
The adult learners in our program are often returning to school after an interruption or barrier to their
educational path. Some learners are refugees who are also English language learners and who have
often had their education interrupted by war or violence. Some learners have experienced barriers of
racism in the Canadian educational system. Other learners have experienced learning disabilities both
diagnosed and undiagnosed. They have not often had the necessary support to succeed. All students
are here because they have specific life goals that require them to improve their reading, writing, and
other essential skills.
Foundational Learning Insights
Although all three instructors involved in this project have strong backgrounds in education and adult
learning, participating in the IFL project helped all of us to broaden our thinking around basic learning
strategies and processes. Sometimes, in the educational setting, certain assumptions are made when
designing lessons.
Through challenging and exploratory work with our mentor, we all learned to step back from the lesson
design process and ask critical questions of ourselves:
 what is the purpose of this lesson?
 have I addressed the different types of learning styles to make this lesson accessible to all
students?
 what cultural and/or gendered assumptions have I made within the context of this lesson?
 what skills should students be developing through this activity?
 has enough background knowledge been developed to be successful with this activity?
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For each instructor, an emerging awareness around the importance of foundational learning principles
followed parallel paths:
“My understanding of it as the “building blocks” of further learning is the same; however, I have a
greater appreciation for the complexity of these blocks. As we investigated the why and how of our
instructional approach, I gained a more concrete awareness of the expectations we had of our students
and how we could frame our instruction to better improve students’ abilities to meet these goals.
I joined the IFL project after the initial training took place; however, I feel that my understanding of
essential skills and literacy has improved considerably by working with our team on several curriculum
and instructional changes. Prior to that, I had not really spent much time thinking about essential skills.
It was more of a background assumption I had that I was including them, but my focus was elsewhere.
Shifting my focus to be primarily on essential skills, in this case especially critical thinking, made me
realize that my implicit approach was not the best way to help students acquire these skills.
I am more aware that students need explicit instruction in essential skills. I cannot assume they have
the essential skills to successfully complete a task, nor can I assume students are aware of the skills they
are using and how these relate to the world outside the classroom. We have especially focused on
critical thinking and the questions readers must ask themselves as they read. We have created activities
to explicitly model this process and found that scaffolding the little steps really helps.
Overall, our mentor made sure I did not take critical thinking for granted! We came away with more
questions than answers, which she helped us to embrace and celebrate. It was a messy yet rewarding
experience!”
“Foundational Learning means pulling apart learning to explicitly delineate and describe the
foundational blocks and intentionally deciding how to put them back together.
The way I understand essential skills (ES) and literacy now is that they are intricately connected. Each
facet of literacy learning had many ES embedded in it. The key is to accurately name the skills (and
levels) and then scaffold the explicit teaching of those skills into the curriculum. The training also helped
to remind me of the 9 areas of essential skills and to become aware of the different levels of complexity
within those 9 areas.
The IFL project raised my awareness of foundational learners’ needs and how to address them. To begin
with, we received feedback from some of the teachers who deliver the grade 10 English programs at
BVC. They identified that learners needed to have stronger critical thinking skills. The project helped us
to figure out how to address these needs by allowing for time and support to reflect on the needs and
develop concrete ways to address them.
We became more aware of how to lead students from concrete to abstract thinking. This involves
learning to ask valuable questions and explicitly demonstrate the process step by step. We also became
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aware of the need to have more diversity in our themes unit. We started thinking more about our
thinking. I realized there was a need to back up and slow down whenever and wherever possible.
It is so important to be aware of the lens that most teachers look through, which is having completed
post‐secondary education. This lens needs to be consciously dropped so we can practice looking through
the lens of our learners as best as possible.”
Changes to Program as a Result of IFL
As it is a blended course, our facilitation and content are heavily intertwined as we present much of our
instruction online as text. Therefore, changes in facilitation have resulted in changes in online content.
Changes in the content of your programs
We’ve added many “baby steps” to make the process of critical thinking more explicit for students. For
example, we clarified instructions for finding theme, and created a reading activity for “Marigolds” that
prompted students to think critically as they read. We provided examples of student work. For the
critical thinking development in our short story unit:
 We revised learning resources for theme unit to make sure that plain language was used
wherever possible.
 Increased opportunities for more one‐to‐one formative feedback/assessment as learners
complete unit.
 We created new documents that more explicitly described what theme is and added more
specific questions to guide students to identify themes.
 We included a lesson and activity to introduce students to the importance of reflecting on the
context of short stories.
 We removed lists of themes that were based on Western literature and Christian ideals and
created an activity that supports students to generate their own list of themes.
 We created an annotated short story that asks key questions about theme, setting and mood.
 We added a student exemplar.
Part of our IFL discussion involved making reading more personally relevant to students, and that
prompted a renewal of our Non‐fiction module content. We added more open‐ended, student‐driven
projects that are inclusive of multiple cultural and gendered perspectives by moving away from a
traditional textbook approach and replacing it with a collection of social justice oriented articles. We
have found these are more engaging for students.
Changes in how you evaluate learning
We have added more formative feedback and approached more of our assignments as learning
opportunities rather than summative assessments. Some of our changes in evaluation are still in
progress. Through a very messy group brainstorm, we realized that assessing critical thinking was an
extremely complex task, and our rubric is not yet complete.
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Impact on Learners
For the Personal Response Essay, we’ve noticed that the quality of work has really improved. Students
are clearer on what they need to do and seem to be better at delving into the themes of a story. This is
a risky assignment for some, and students have submitted some really reflective and touching personal
stories of overcoming obstacles. The learners have engaged more in discussion around theme with
teachers. They are asking questions such as, “What is the difference between theme and context?” The
learners have engaged more with each other. Using the annotated short story, they began discussing
their personal memories and how they connect to the story. The learners began thinking more about
their thinking. Some of the learners have found the annotated story exercises challenging. Through
discussion, they have provided more thoughtful responses to theme and their personal connections to
those themes.
A learner who had completed the theme and personal response unit returned the following semester to
ask for help with her English 10 essay. She at first seemed bewildered about what to do. The
assignment was quite similar to the personal response and theme assignment she had completed in
Reading 5. When her attention was drawn to that, her face lit up. She realized she did have the
experience and skills needed to complete this new context. This interaction helped to show that the
changes we were introducing were making an impact for the learners.
The social justice themed non‐fiction unit has also engaged students. The open‐ended nature of the
final project has allowed students to take on an issue that is important to them. For many, they have
made the project very personal, and we’ve seen them become empowered by the opportunity to share
their perspectives and experiences. One student encouraged the instructors to create a public display of
their work to further the distance of their voices, and most students volunteered to add their project to
the display. It is rewarding to see students proud of their work and eager to share it.
Working with a mentor
Our mentor challenged us to think differently about our program. She helped us to consider our
program goals, what was most important, and if our approach was in line with those goals. She was an
expert at sparking new ideas and directions. Her enthusiasm was contagious, and we really enjoyed our
sessions with her. It was great to have someone review our current unit and provide feedback about
where it could be improved and to have the support to make changes. There is never enough time in
teaching, so just having a dedicated hour every few months to collaborate with our team in a focused
way was really rewarding.
Future Planning
Within the Reading/Writing 4/5 Self‐Paced class, we hope to have some time to work as a team to
further challenge our learning by redesigning our short story unit rubrics, and creating a portfolio‐based
assessment process for the each of the four courses.
In preparation for revising the LES area’s Reading and Writing Curriculum, faculty have had a full day
workshop on Essential Skills and we are now working on ensuring IFL concepts and Essential Skills are
embedded throughout our design.
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Final Thoughts
We are grateful for the opportunity to have been a part of the IFL project. It was a benefit for us to set
aside time to work with a dynamic team of colleagues and a mentor to further our understanding of
essential skills and how to better support foundational learners. We believe the learners have also
benefitted from our work in this area, and look forward to applying what we have learned to upcoming
changes in the curriculum and assessment.
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Appendix B: The Calgary Bridge Foundation for Youth
In School Settlement Program
The Calgary Bridge Foundation for Youth (CBFY) is a charitable not for profit organisation that originated
in the year 1990, serving over 12,000 individuals annually. For over 25 years, CBFY provides a welcoming
and inclusive environment for immigrant and refugee youth and their families by enriching them with
the appropriate information, knowledge and experience as they build a life in Canada.
The In School Settlement Program (ISSP) has been operating under the domain of The Calgary Bridge
Foundation for Youth (CBFY) since 2006, providing inclusive, innovative, responsive and culturally
competent programs and services to permanent resident newcomer families to support their
settlement, integration and participation in Canadian society. The program is in partnership with the
Calgary Board of Education (CBE), Calgary Catholic School District (CCSD) and The Calgary Public Library
(CPL). The In School Settlement Practitioners (ISSP):
 Work in schools and community hubs
 Perform individualized needs assessments
 Develop personalized settlement plans
 Deliver orientation sessions in the community
 Connect families with useful resources and referrals based on the clients’ needs
 Facilitate bridging to and from other services in the community through an In Library Settlement
Desk where drop in settlement services are available to support newcomer families
Over 10,000 individuals are served by the program per year. The program promotes self‐sufficiency,
creates an awareness of community resources and provides referrals through a comprehensive client‐
centred approach ultimately providing a sense of belonging for the families.
Insights on Foundational Learning
The ISSP is new to the concept of Foundational Learning. Last year, as a result of the IFL facilitation
workshops, the Program started focusing on strategies to increase the engagement of clients in our
workshops. Since the program serves newcomers who have varied levels of English language, we have
always had a hard time gauging their ability to understand the information imparted to them.
As a result of the IFL Project, the ISSP has modified their workshop development and delivery process.
The IFL Project has been instrumental in changing our perspective by looking at adult learning principles
in our Program Delivery model. The project has helped us build an understanding of the adult learning
principles and facilitation techniques in conducting workshops and how incorporating adult learning
principles into our service delivery model can impact adult learners. The Project has been a key factor in
adapting our workshops to suit our clients’ needs and levels of understanding.
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The IFL Project has helped the ISSP by raising awareness of the learners’ needs and how to engage our
clients in their settlement and integration process. As a result of our interaction with our mentor, we
were able to learn how to encourage participation of our clients by drawing from their experience and
expertise.
As a result of the IFL Project, our program was able to design plain language materials, alter the way we
facilitate our presentations and also recreate the content of our PowerPoint presentations. Working
with our mentor, we were able to analyse the shortcomings in our presentation style and content. We
have now altered all our PowerPoint presentations as per the guidelines received from our mentor.
Additionally, all our practitioners are refining their skills in program delivery.
The ISSP focuses on providing relevant, up‐to‐date information to our clients. Due to the nature of our
clientele, some of this information has language, which could be difficult for our clients to understand.
Our mentor has helped us understand how information can be broken down in simple and plain
language to aid better understanding. We now use a white board to explain repetitive vocabulary in our
presentations. Additionally, adding icebreakers and small group discussions have helped us better
understand about our clients’ needs.
Another significant contribution of our mentor was giving us an insight into the organisation of our
resources and how they are distributed to our clients. The addition of a one‐page summary and a list of
resources along with the website and contact information has been a very successful initiative in the
program. The one‐page document that our clients now receive at the end of our workshop summarises
the most important resources that the clients will be using.
The mentor also gave us great insights on how to wrap up and summarise our presentation ensuring
that clients take away the key points of the presentation. Recommendations regarding next steps and
follow‐up were also encouraged. This has been a new direction for the program, which has been quite a
success with our practitioners and clients. It has helped our practitioners understand their own style of
presentation along with assessing the outcomes of their presentation.
Furthermore, our mentor provided us with information about how to integrate adult learning principles
into our workshops. In addition to providing us with interesting facilitation techniques, our mentor
provided us suggestions in setting the stage, helping participants understand the context of their
learning, and also pacing our instruction to give learners time and opportunity to relate their new
knowledge to what they already know. This indeed was a unique way for us to look at our workshops.
Previously, we focused more on providing the necessary information without engaging our clients.
One of the most significant contributions of our mentor has been to give our team a Professional
Development opportunity. The mentor engaged with a group of 35 workers to provide further insights
about Foundational Learning principles in the context of our programming. Our mentor focused on
helping our team learn more about workshop planning and organising. In addition to organisational
skills, time management and facilitation skills were also encouraged.
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As the ISSP expands and plans for its future programming, the tools and resources that we received
from our mentor will be instrumental in altering our programs and the way we look at adult learning.
The opportunity to work with a mentor to guide us through the process of facilitation has been a huge
contributing factor to the success of our workshops. The Program would be happy to receive any further
supports from the IFL Project as we move into our next phase of developing marketing and promotional
tools in reaching out to a larger audience.
Finally, I believe the IFL Project and the mentorship has been a great learning opportunity for the ISSP.
The Project has increased our program’s ability to understand adult learning principles and how they
impact newcomers in their settlement and integration process in Canada. The Project has been
instrumental in enhancing our service delivery model.
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Appendix C: Calgary Immigrant Women’s Association (CIWA)
Employment Preparation for the Retail Industry for Low Literacy Immigrant Women Program
Introduction
The Calgary Immigrant Women’s Association (CIWA) was established in 1982 as a non‐profit
organization to address the needs and concerns of immigrant and refugee women, youth, children, and
families in Calgary. A volunteer Board of Directors governs CIWA, which strives to uphold the agency’s
mission: to engage and integrate immigrant women and their families in the community. CIWA’s vision
is to empower immigrant women and thereby enrich Canadian society; our values are integrity, equity,
empowerment, relevance and collaboration.
Currently, CIWA offers 40 programs and services that use a holistic approach to supporting immigrant
women, mothers, seniors, children and youth as well as families. All our clients have access to first
language support and childcare. We collaborate with over 300 community and employer partners at 119
community locations to support clients and offer programs and services in in four core areas: Intake,
Settlement and Integration Services, Language Training and Childcare Services, Employment Services
and Family Services.
The Retail Training Program at CIWA is one of four employment training programs offered to clients with
limited education and/or low Canadian Language Benchmarks, typically CLB 3 and 4. The program
provides employment training that focuses on development and use of essential skills specific to the
retail industry. The overall goal of Retail Training Program is to support and equip immigrant women
with multiple barriers to secure work that fits with their skill level. We do this by providing:
 Visibility in the low income, barriered newcomer community to ensure timely and effective
recruitment and access to services
 Effective entry assessment tools to measure level of knowledge and the specific needs of each
client
 Individualized action plans with referrals to appropriate programs and services in the community
 Acquisition of essential skill training, occupation‐specific skill training and vocabulary development
 Access for clients to customized curriculum that is developed to address this clientele’s multiple
literacy and educational challenges
 Understanding of Canadian workplace culture, standards and expectations
 Efficient one‐on‐one client support with individualized coaching
 Job search support to greatly enhance employability of this highly barriered and vulnerable
population
 Job placements in service industry for hands‐on training
 Support with permanent employment opportunities
 Long term support for clients to retain jobs
 Adequate supports to enhance client outcomes
 Referrals to specialized supports
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Foundational learning insights
The Retail Training Program, from its inception, has had plain language and essential skills development
incorporated into its curriculum. Although these two concepts were well understood by program
instructors, they were less clear to staff involved in the administration of the program. The Integrated
Foundational Learning (IFL) workshops brought much needed clarity around these concepts and greatly
decreased ambiguity in their application to daily operations.
During the workshops, staff realized that program documents reviewed were not in plain language. With
the mentor’s help, we were able to change and adapt other program documents into simple language.
Furthermore, we were able to increase awareness of essential skills in our organization through an
Essential Skills Game organized for staff of the Employment Services Department and later repeated at a
CIWA All Staff Meeting. Reception and feedback was very positive.
Changes as a result of IFL project
The IFL project enabled staff to gain a solid understanding of foundational learning and to frame their
work with clients and program design in a more intentional way. As a result, several changes were
incorporated as detailed below:
Client intake assessment
The intake assessment used by the program staff was revisited and adjusted using plain language. With
input from the mentor, the program selected new reading, writing and document use activities to
improve the intake assessment tool. A comparison test was carried out at the beginning and at the end
of training in order to determine the efficacy of the new intake test. The results revealed student’s
strengths in reading and writing, which we would not have picked up before. Overall, the scores of the
new test are much more valid (Appendix 1).
Work experience agreement and Client contract
One of the activities carried out by participants during the IFL workshop included document revision. We
decided to examine the work experience agreement that needs to be read and signed by clients and the
host company prior to the month‐long work experience placement. It was clear that the agreement was
not in simple and easy to read language.
With assistance from IFL staff, the contract was simplified and put into plain language rendering the
document much easier for our learners to read and understand (Appendix 2). The program’s client
contract was also simplified and rewritten using the concept of plain language (Appendix 3). Designing
reader‐friendly documents for the learners has facilitated the ease of understanding and it equally
helped cut down on the time staff spent on explaining the documents prior to participants signing them.
Program evaluation
At the end of each intake, learners are expected to evaluate the course. The original evaluation was
done on a three‐page document. Following the IFL workshop, the evaluation process was simplified by
creating three evaluation sheets for the three components of the program, namely: classroom
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component evaluation, work experience evaluation and counselling evaluation (Appendix 4). These
documents, written in simple English, are administered at different intervals at the end of term.
Reviewing a unit of the curriculum
The IFL mentor reviewed and provided feedback on Unit #3 – Handling Money of the Retail Training
Program curriculum. In the mentor’s own words, the curriculum is “a careful intersection of essential
skills, language learning, technical skills (NOC), and learner‐centeredness; very hard to do all of this in
curriculum development. I haven’t seen many curricula that have meshed these concepts together so
successfully”. This feedback will be invaluable in re‐evaluating the program each intake as we strive to
maintain a consistent level of integration throughout the program.
Moreover, a self‐evaluation chart for Unit #3 – Handling Money was created to assist clients to reflect
on their own learning. Previously, evaluation tended to be through paper and pencil tests, which
generated a numeric score. New spreadsheets were created to demonstrate progress with limited
feedback or input from the student. The initial self‐evaluation chart was produced using the guidelines
from the IFL program and focusing on essential skills. The mentor was instrumental in ensuring that the
chart used plain language and that recommendations for page layout were implemented.
Positive impact for learners
The changes made to the contracts, agreement and other program documents are now reader friendly
and are easily understood by program participants. Prior to these changes, staff spent a lot of time
explaining every line or sentence of our contracts to each learner. Once the updated documents were
produced, staff became more efficient leading to improved time management as they could then use
the freed time to improve other aspects of the curriculum. Furthermore, better compliance to our
learner contracts has been observed since students can now read these documents and understand
them. In addition, we also noticed a significant reduction in the time and assistance for our learners to
complete the course evaluation.
The self‐evaluation chart provided a more accurate view of the student’s actual learning as it allowed
the students to present their interpretation of their progress and to request assistance in areas in which
they felt they needed help. Students were asked to present a way in which they could demonstrate
their knowledge of the skill. This could be done in a variety of ways, by explaining the activity to another
student, making a poster or presenting a skit.
The chart outlines each of the 9 Essential Skills addressed in the unit. An example of a key activity that
was presented in class was matched with each Essential Skill. The second column asks the students to
recall what they had done in the class. In the next two columns, students voice any concerns about
where they see areas of weakness. Once the student feels confident about the skill, she indicates so on
the chart. The “Comments” column allows for comments by the student and the instructor.
Self‐Evaluation techniques encourage reflection and put control of the learning in the hands of the
student.
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Awareness of Essential Skills at the agency level
Through the IFL Project, the Retail Training Program staff were able to bring awareness of the nine
Essential Skills to the whole agency through a fun learning activity. The Essential Skills Game was a
modified version of the Essential Skills Competition organized by Human Resources and Skills
Development’s Office of Literacy and Essential Skills.
Nine stations were set up – each representing one of the 9 Essential Skills. Groups of 6‐9 attendees were
allocated to each station. A facilitator was in charge of each station. The facilitator’s role was to explain
the particular station, give a description of the Essential Skill, and give the time limit for the activity. The
participants were also to determine which Essential Skill they used. The groups were given 8 minutes for
the activity before moving to the next station.
The activities gave staff the opportunity to test their knowledge of essential skills. Some staff had good
levels of understanding of the different skills, yet many discovered they had gaps in their skills. At the
end of the exercise, a short presentation was provided to show the importance of essential skills in daily
life and in the workplace (Appendix 5). Overall, general awareness of essential skills and the associated
language has improved since this presentation.
The mentor invited the program coordinator to present some of the activities of the Essential Skills
Game at the October 2015 Literacy & Learning Symposium. Participants were thrilled with this activity as
they learned new things while having fun.
Working with a mentor
Working with the mentor was inspiring and invaluable. She was flexible and encouraged us to identify
areas for improvement and come up with the work schedule. She went beyond working with the Retail
Training Program by bringing awareness of the concepts of essential skills to other employment training
programs at CIWA. The mentor supported us fully and by the end of the exercise, we learned a lot from
each other.
Our mentor was an asset as she let us take the lead in all activities we put forward to further our goal of
ensuring that principles of Essential Skills and plain language are well grounded in our curriculum and
documents used by adult learners. Her contribution to the improvement of documents used in the
program is highly appreciated.
Final thoughts
The IFL project has had a positive impact on learners and staff. The language used when talking about
the curriculum and the way service is provided has changed in a remarkable way. The language of
essential skills and plain language principles are in daily use in the Retail Training Program and are
gaining ground in other programs within CIWA. In addition to the concept of essential skills being
incorporated into adult learning, we also hope emotional intelligence and self‐motivation can be
addressed.
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Appendix D: Calgary John Howard Society
Learning Enhanced Employment Program (LEEP)
Introduction
LEEP is a 3‐week employment readiness program that supports adults who have been involved, or are at
risk of becoming involved, with the criminal justice system. Our learners often face multiple barriers to
employment including criminal records, poverty, homelessness, and addictions.
With a background in construction and communication studies, my understanding of foundational
learning was extremely limited ‐ I had difficulty understanding how to apply the foundational learning
concepts surrounding essential skills, introduced to me in Calgary Learns training, in a practical way.
It was through conversations, both structured and informal, with our mentor that I was able to bridge
this gap between theory and praxis.
Recognizing learner strengths and needs
Our mentor had extensive experience running Employment Programs for the Alberta Government. This
first‐hand experience in our field allowed her to specifically identify how a facilitator’s understanding of
the Essential Skills Framework could benefit our specific learners, who are all actively seeking
employment.
An example of this is the Literacy and Essential Skills section of the federal website (Employment and
Social Development) document our mentor reviewed with us. Looking through the list of workforce
essential skills, it became clear to me that our learners already possess many of these essential skills and
have been developing them in their lives, even if their history of employment in a traditional workplace
setting is limited. Bringing this realization to the attention of our learners has been very empowering –
allowing them to claim the value of the experience and knowledge they have been developing outside of
the mainstream workforce in their minds and hearts – if not on their resumes.
This increased comprehension of workplace essential skills has also helped me identify what areas our
learners need to develop to maintain employment. An example of this was discussions with our mentor
around the importance of oral communication and the ability to work with others. To develop these
qualities in our learners, we have recently begun a workshop looking at the top 10 ways to maintain
employment. The curriculum for this workshop was developed by one of our clients who had extensive
leadership experience in oil and gas. Each point is introduced to the group in the format of a question
and learners share their own stories of positive communication/working with others strategies. With
gentle facilitation, this structure allows those in the group with more advanced skills to lead and assist
those learners that are at a foundational level.
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Improving workshop delivery
Better understanding of essential skills has also influenced how we deliver our workshop material. Our
mentor sat in on workshops focused on both resume development and affinity finding. The affinity
finding workshop was recently developed and relied heavily on learners using a host of online
career/strengths assessment tools. This had varying degrees of success for our learners and many of
them would quickly lose interest and get frustrated. While it was evident that many of the tools were
too complex, using the essential skills framework, specifically reading, document use, and computer use,
we were better able to articulate exactly what made these tools challenging for each individual. In the
end, the workshop was redesigned to have a stronger classroom component with the online tools being
recommended for specific learners who have the skills to utilize them.
Our intake process
Our mentor made a big effort to introduce a wide range of theoretical material relevant to our program.
One example that has been particularly impactful was the time we spent reviewing Prochaska’s Stages
of Change.
When conducting intake interviews, I face two fundamental questions:
1. Can the LEEP program help this individual move forward in the direction of finding and
maintaining employment?
2. Will the individual be able to commit to the LEEP program?

I have come to realize that, in order for an individual to commit to the program, they need to be at the
preparation, action, or maintenance stages – they need to realize a need to work towards change and
make use of resources.
A big strength of LEEP is its ability to be flexible to the needs of individual learners. An understanding of
what stage of change they are in indicates what support an individual learner is likely to need. For
example, a learner in the preparation stage will need a great deal of guidance within the program to
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figure out the path to meeting their goals. An individual in the maintenance stage, however, already has
a firm direction and needs mainly logistical support in areas such as resume strategies and industry
tickets. When conducting intake, it is useful to have an informed predication of what supports
individuals will need to make sure that program resources are not overstretched or underutilized in a
given group.
Conclusion
The biggest impact on the LEEP program, from both our mentorship and IFL workshops, has been to
increase our nimbleness at meeting the needs of individual learners. This has been a goal of the LEEP
program for the last year as we expanded our range of training ticket options to customize to our
individual learners, but now we have been able to take this customization to a much deeper level.
This deeper understanding has manifested in a more flexible curriculum, capacity to assess what
supports individual learners require, and allocation of staff resources to provide support specific to the
foundational learning needs of each learner.
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Appendix E: Centre for Newcomers
Women’s Life Skills Program
Women’s Life Skills at the Centre for Newcomers is a 30‐hour class based on Saskatchewan NewStart
Life Skills. Topics covered include Meeting One Another (group dynamics), Attending Behaviours, WH
Questions, Brainstorming, Giving a Talk, Feelings and Emotions, Feedback, and Problem Solving With a
System.
Our participants are women who are socially isolated. Whether they are new to Calgary or have been
here a while, they are looking for ways to make connections and feel more at home in this beautiful city.
Through this class, the women who attend not only learn about communications skills, they also have a
safe place to:
 practice English (both speaking and reading),
 meet other women,
 increase their peer support,
 learn more about Canadian culture,
 and to have conversations about topics that they may not have other opportunities to discuss, for
example, menopause or driving in Calgary.
Insights
Before the IFL project, foundational learning brought to mind elementary school: reading, writing, and
social skills. Now, I see foundational learning as more than that. It is learning for these women so that
they can participate more fully in this new city and culture. This is applicable from the least to the most
educated of new immigrants as a new city and culture often mean a steep learning curve for these
women to feel a sense of belonging and to find the confidence to be an active and productive member
of their community.
As a Career Coach, when I thought of Essential Skills I thought: employability skills. In looking at our
curriculum, I have realized that we cater to Essential Skills without calling them by this name, as the goal
of these workshops are for participants to develop stronger speaking, listening, reading, and problem
solving skills.
The biggest learning from attending the classes was adjusting the handouts that I have made to use
plain language. Plain language is essential for these handouts because each class has different English
benchmarks. After learning the lesson through activity and discussion, we read the handouts aloud in
class and then participants have them to take home and review what was learned in that lesson. Plain
language addresses all benchmark levels and underscores that what is learned in class in simple and
effective ways because it is communication in a clear manner.
Although I have not had a lot of opportunity to work with my mentor, she was able to spend a class with
the group and provide insight on the Feelings lesson. She is open to conversation and I feel comfortable
contacting her with any questions in the future.
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Changes
The IFL project has allowed us to be able to adjust the handouts to reflect plain language. This is not a
task that is done once and finished, as occasionally there is opportunity to adjust wording or clarify an
idea on the handouts. I look for new strategies to improve delivery and understanding.
We have expanded how we intake learners into our program. Initially, the participants came from our
settlement counsellors. This is still where we get most of our participants, but we also have included
information on our website in different community gathering places, such as Genesis Centre.
We have also redone our forms. Our intake form collects information required by the funder and our
exit form was made simpler, targeting specific information more clearly.
Learners
What I have noticed with learners is that they are willing to share information and will open up about
what is going on with them personally. In the first day of class, N shared with us about how her husband
did not want her to drive the family car. We were able to use this example and talk about it as it related
to how a group will go through different phases. Because of this conversation, N spoke with her husband
and at the next class she reported that she was able to express her thoughts to her husband and had
successfully driven the car to the grocery store. This opened the door of opportunity for several more
“short drives” and more freedom for N.
At the beginning of class, learners indicate that they are participating in order to learn or practice
English, to learn Canadian culture, to feel more confident, and to meet others. In taking the time to
listen to the learners and use real life examples, we have had many conversations. Some topics include
how to talk to husbands, the challenges of menopause, the benefits of using a rice cooker, what
activities to do in Calgary, how to be confident in a job interview, what housing options are available,
and how to deal with winter in Canada. These topics are important to the learners and being able to
apply them to the lessons both supports the learners in their challenges and makes the learning more
relevant.
Future Changes
The biggest challenge that we have with Women’s Life Skills is recruitment. We are always looking at
ways that we can encourage more women to join the class and have shifted focus from only internal
candidates to including external clients and will be expanding this recruitment in future months. Support
with new ideas is most welcome!
Final Thoughts
The most significant learning for me as a result of the IFL project was plain language. This learning has
me looking for opportunity to improve my communication with learners with what I say, how it is said,
and looking at the information shared in print to ensure that I am delivering the message in the best way
possible.
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Appendix F: Inside Out Theatre
Introduction
Inside Out Theatre offers community drama programs to adults with disabilities, primarily
developmental disabilities, where they gain Foundational Learning Essential Skills through group drama
exercises. Each exercise identifies and develops specific Foundational Learning Essential Skills like Oral
Communication, Working with Others, Continuous Learning, and more.
Inside Out currently offers four weekly classes, now organized in a progress skill development model. A
Second Look, running twice a week with separate groups, is an introductory drama class open to
learners of all abilities, disabilities, experience, and literacy levels. Elements is the next step and takes a
closer look at how distinct elements of theatre are intertwined. The Point of View Ensemble is our
advanced group where learners develop a new play from scratch every year.
New insights on foundational learning
We have come to understand Foundational Learning as much more of an individual‐centric process.
While our sessions are all based in group activities, we understand that each individual learner comes
into the program with their own set of goals and needs, and that each learner will engage with the
exercises in their own way.
We were very encouraged when our Mentor reflected that our programs were indeed offering Essential
Skill building. So, the focus over the mentorship period was how to re‐structure and re‐frame the
programs in ways that empowered our learners to communicate with us their individual learning goals
and for us to be able to offer that individual attention in a group setting.
In regards to this we came to two significant insights. The first was that our largest program, A Second
Look, had grown to a size where individual learners, particularly those most need of Essential Skill
development, were not allowed the space and time to fully engage with the exercises and facilitators.
Secondly, we came to understand that while our learners were very able to express their learning goals
at the outset of the program, their capacity for self‐reflection at the end of sessions was significantly
lower. Prior to the mentorship, we had been focusing on accommodating as many participants as we
could. In our effort to find a space for everyone, we hadn’t realized the full effect this incremental
growth was having on the learning opportunities for our participants.
What has changed?
While working with our mentor we made a significant change to our program and a minor adjustment to
our assessment process:
 We discontinued one program, Living Voices, so that we could offer A Second Look twice weekly.
All but a few of the Living Voices participants were also enrolled in A Second Look, so while that
class no longer continues, all the participants are still able to participate in Inside Out
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programming. With this move we were able to take the class size from 30 regular learners per
session down to 15‐18 learners per session.
We have revised our intake process so that we now ask learners “Do you have a goal for this
session, or something special you would like to get better at?”
With these answers, our facilitators create a chart of learner’s goals, with similar goals grouped
together. The facilitators now use this chart when planning sessions and in their post‐session
debrief so that they are able to ensure that goals are consistently being addressed and evaluated.
At the end of the sessions now instead of asking the learners to self‐report on their learning goal
success, our facilitators offer their observations about their progress and then ask for reflection.
So, for example, we have had a participant who has for a few sessions said her goal was to be able
to better communicate with people in public. In the past, when asked for self‐reflection, she has
said “yes, she’s better”, but that is as far as she’s been able to report. At the end of the last
session, one of our facilitators looked through the weekly notes and said they had noticed that her
voice has gotten louder, her articulation had improved, and she was holding herself with more
confidence. He then asked “Has this made a difference in how you can communicate to others
when you’re out and about?” The participant said “Yes” and went on to say that she feels less
afraid to talk to people. When asked for an example, she told us about a recent time where she
asked someone on the C‐Train for directions, and that that was something she had never done
before.

Impact on learners
The response to the right‐sized classes has been very positive from the learners and the facilitation staff.
The level of engagement and participation has increased substantially and the pace of the sessions has
increased. We mention the pace because we see now how the exercises are able to build off of each
other over the course of the hour. In the past, there was much more of a sense that once an exercise
would finish, the class would regroup, then another new exercise would start. Now exercises flow into
one another as if they are extensions of one another. This does wonders to maintain the energy of the
group and to sustain their attention throughout.
Working with a mentor
Our mentor was incredibly helpful, particularly by attending our class and reflecting back to us what her
experience was. She was very encouraging about the impact of the program on the participants and that
our facilitators were doing a wonderful job of managing such a large class. This was her very helpful way
of beginning the conversation around managing our class size and what impact it was having on our
learners. This kind of objective, yet generous, perspective on our programs was incredibly constructive.
In the future, we would like to benefit from the services of an assessment expert who would be able to
do both a complete third party assessment of our programs and offer our staff other potential
assessment tools. We have identified potential funding for this consultant. When we are set to bring
them on board, we would want to make sure they have an understanding of our Foundational Learning
Essential Skills framework. We may require support for this orientation.
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Final thoughts
We have a participant who has a tick where he repeats a phrase often. In the past, he would say “When
is class over?” throughout the session. This fall, his phrase has changed to “Class isn’t over!” This is
serving as a nice (and constant) reminder that his sense of value and enjoyment of the class has
increased in a wonderful way.
The mentorship process helped guide us to changing our course structure and Learning Goal structure
so that our learners receive a more personally relevant and rewarding learning experience.
Thank you for all of the support.
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Appendix G: Making Changes Association
Employment and Life Skills Program
Introduction
The Making Changes Employment and Life Skills Program was the first program for immigrant women in
Calgary and has been offered in the community for over 30 years. At its essence, the Employment and
Life Skills Program is an empowerment process for immigrant women, increasing their personal power
through participation so that they can take action to improve their circumstances.
The program assists immigrant women to establish more meaningful lives in their new society by
introducing career management skills including:
 Critical awareness and reflection;
 Self‐esteem;
 Self‐reliance and assertiveness;
 Canadian (Calgary) employment and labour context;
 Canadian (Calgary) business culture;
 Conducting job search;
 Preparation of documents.
The program’s reputation and success is due to the embedded engagement strategies and
empowerment process.
Each immigrant woman in the program comes with her own needs, goals, level of understanding and
awareness. While there are an abundance of programs and services for newcomers, it can be
overwhelming to know which program fits and which path is the correct one. Making Changes provides
the opportunity to take time and figure out the path.
The program can “plant seeds” that may bear fruit many months after the program finishes. Learners
internalize certain program content and skills and practice them immediately. However, it is often not
until later that other, newly acquired skills are practiced.
For the Employment and Life Skills Program, the actual delivery of the program is as critically important
as the content itself. Creating an environment that is safe, allows interaction with others, identifies
commonalities, builds trust, acceptance, validation and interdependence are all essential elements in
the programming. Particularly important is the open space that Making Changes provides for sharing
concerns, anxieties and the difficulties of immigrant life in Canada. This is a critical psychosocial need
that is often not met in other programs that focus specifically on skill development, language training or
job search. Participation in this way helps build their sense of confidence and belonging, hope and
optimism, ultimately contributing to their future occupational success.
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Insights on foundational learning
In applying for the Integrated Foundational Learning Program, we felt that our program content and
methodology were very congruent with literacy, foundational and adult learning principles.
What excited us was the opportunity to learn more about these principles so that we could more
specifically identify, describe and leverage the strengths of our program in these terms.
Prior to the IFL Project, I had a cursory awareness and understanding of Essential Skills, but did not see
the application to our needs. We can now see the benefit of introducing Essential Skills as a resource for
our participants to understand and assess the skills needed to compete and advance in the workplace.
At Making Changes, we consider our Employment and Life Skills Program to be our ‘foundational’
(pardon the pun!) program as it helps immigrant women to set the groundwork necessary for navigating
the complex path of career planning and job search. In the Skills section of our curriculum, we introduce
a capacity building piece where the women identify, recognize and name their skills. Through the IFL
project we have gained a greater awareness and understanding of Essential Skills and with our mentor’s
direction, begun to recognize where Essential Skills are in alignment with our curriculum and activities.
In a curriculum review, our mentor has been able to highlight where we can introduce the Essential
Skills Framework, present information through an Essential Skills lens, as well as tap into the Essential
Skills Development Canada website to augment our activities and resources.
What has changed in our program as a result of the IFL project?
One of our goals for mentorship was to expand our toolkit, learn more about facilitation strategies and
to glean new ideas to infuse the activities within our program. Social capital and networking are so
important for career exploration and job search, so we wanted to include more activities that supported
the development of soft skills. We are more intentional to create opportunities i.e., introduce more
pairs and small group activities interspersed through our brainstorming/large group discussions to
create more exposure to ‘Working with Others’ skills.
We have added new icebreaker activities at the beginning of each day:
 to review past lessons (transferable skills inventory, introductions using three descriptive words),
 to practice skills (small talk, meeting new people), and
 to energize the group (two minute mixer).
We have always conducted a verbal ‘Next Steps’ evaluative component at the conclusion of the
program. Once we learned about the self‐reflective evaluation technique of ‘Head, Heart and Hands
(Feet),’ we immediately adopted this format and have found the structure really helps the participants
to focus and organize their comments. The result is a more robust, comprehensive feedback process.
Impact on learners
Historically, participants have provided overwhelmingly positive feedback about the Employment and
Life Skills program and its impact on their lives. In particular, they say the program helps them build
their confidence, develop a social network, better understand how to access the labour market, and to
recognize and value their skills. It is hard for us to say specifically how the participants’ experience has
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been changed/improved compared to before we participated in IFL. As facilitators, we are energized by
planning and implementing these new ideas and activities. If volume, laughter and energy are a positive
measure then our observations of the enthusiastic participation and engagement of our participants in
activities provides immediate positive feedback.
Working with a mentor
In addition to having essential skills and foundational learning expertise, we have greatly appreciated
our mentor’s expertise with English Language Learners. She has provided numerous suggestions and tips
that can assist learners with vocabulary and language acquisition.
It has been a tremendous benefit to have an experienced facilitator as a mentor. She has been able to
provide valuable, concrete observations and suggestions. As program facilitators, we are isolated in our
roles, performing work that is unique within our organization. There have been very few occasions to
receive feedback on our program delivery and to engage as a peer in discussions about content and
facilitation strategies. We have had stimulating conversations and she has been generous sharing her
time, expertise and resources.
Thinking about the future
Given the part‐time nature of our roles and the sessional offering of the program (it is offered 4‐5 times
per year), it has been a challenge to maintain the momentum and to implement the ideas and strategies
we have learned through the IFL Project.
The IFL Project is the first step to a more comprehensive review of the Making Changes Employment and
Life Skills Program. We are in the process of applying for funding for a full curriculum review to update
activities and content. In this review, we will be incorporating the Essential Skills Framework, reviewing
plain language and readability, as well as considering other ideas and suggestions that have come up
that we have not as yet implemented, i.e., homework activities, vocabulary lists. In addition, we are
preparing to design and implement a new outcomes measurement and evaluation process.
In incorporating the Essential Skills Framework in our curriculum, we will be offering our participants a
way to assess, recognize and speak about their skills. In addition, we will be demonstrating to our
funders that we are relevant and up to date in addressing employability issues – a benefit that we can
potentially leverage in funding applications.
Final thoughts
It has been a challenge to learn a new framework and then to adapt and change our lens to apply this
new Foundational Learning/Essential Skills perspective. It has been validating to be a part of the Project
– the training workshops provided confirmation and validation of many skills that we already
demonstrate. It has also been refreshing to engage, learn and share new methods and strategies with
facilitators from a variety of programs, as well as to gain from the expertise of a mentor.
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Appendix H: Momentum Community Economic Development
Savings Circles
Mentoring is a brain to pick, an ear to listen, and a push in the right direction. – John C. Crosby
Introduction
Savings Circles (SC) is an Individual Development Account (IDA) program that works with Calgarians
living on an income of 85% or less of the low income cut‐off (LICO) to save for targeted assets that will
make a difference in the quality of their lives. Individuals eligible for SC include but are not limited to
single parents, recent immigrants, people living with disabilities, Indigenous people, unattached seniors,
and individuals living with mental health or addiction. Individuals with these challenges are more at risk
of experiencing lower income than other Canadians. Many SC participants are in transition as they move
towards a more stable income, housing or employment situation, and/or have limited ability to build
assets on their own. The assets that SC participants save for include items such as a damage deposit, a
laptop, furniture, long‐lasting household goods, medical expenses, a Registered Disability Savings Plan
(RDSP), a Registered Education Savings Plan (RESP), a resiliency fund, training or education for
themselves, their spouse or a child. Participants also develop money management knowledge and skills,
and set goals for their future. For 6 months, participants commit to saving between $5 to $50 each
month, engage in a minimum of one coaching session and attending eight money management
workshops. When a participant has completed the program their savings of up to $300 is matched 3:1,
giving them a total of up to $1200 to purchase a productive and meaningful asset.
The central idea behind asset building programs is that opportunities to save and invest in a better
future are as critical as income in overcoming poverty. Savings and assets can open the door to new
sources of income, create new opportunities for education and development, enable productive risk‐
taking and build social capital by enhancing inclusion and community participation. Assets purchased as
a result of IDA programs are believed to improve stability; they create a future orientation outlook,
stimulate the development of human potential and further asset building. They enhance personal
efficacy, increase social inclusion and provide a foundation for navigating risk‐taking. Money
management education can improve and increase savings behavior, improves housing stability, reduces
self‐reported stress and enhances self‐efficacy. Financial Literacy may also have a positive role to play in
improved settlement outcomes for newcomers and may help vulnerable populations access benefits
and manage an unintended impact of a sudden windfall on the receipt of social benefits.
Working with our Mentors
The Integrated Foundational Learning (IFL) Mentorship has been an enriching and transformative
learning process for us. Their mentoring approach was strength‐based, participant‐focused and non‐
judgmental so that we felt acknowledged and excited to nurture new opportunities. Our Mentors have
provided us with both positive and gentle critical feedback to challenging classroom situations and the
learning climate. Our mentors acknowledged what we were doing well; remembering and using our
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participants’ first names, co‐creating group rules, reviewing group rules at the beginning of each SC
session, adhering closely to the set agenda, scheduling a short break and not going overtime, using
relevant visuals and videos, and being flexible to respond to the learners’ needs.
Our Mentors’ responsive teaching styles were gentle, kind, supportive and grounded in implementable
work. We felt safe in being fully transparent with our classroom challenges without the concern of being
judged. They were actively engaged in our debriefing session and together we came up with solutions
rather than them teaching us “what should be done”. Their attitude encourages us to continuously
improve the quality of our facilitation and to be mindful our learners’ complex needs and literacy levels.
As mentioned before our SC participants experience multiple and prolonged barriers such as
generational poverty, mental health and/or addiction challenges, settlement and integration issues,
learning or developmental disabilities. Other day to day issues surrounding housing, food, income,
mental and physical health, childcare and/or elder care also occupy valuable space in our SC
participants’ minds. We learned this means to have higher information retention for our SC learners
they need to be engaged and actively participating in the classroom content.
Our mentors provided us with implementable suggestions on what we can do better to improve the
learning environment for all our SC participants. We received concrete examples from their observations
as to why particular situations were challenging how they could have been differently managed or
contained. For example, during the observation stage our mentors noticed there were classroom
blocking statements and resistance happening. Specifically some individuals dominated air space with
“this would‐not‐work” commentary and intimate self‐confessions. Clearly our facilitation before the
mentorship was not carving out the necessary processing time for the learners to digest the information
and allow them to connect the new content to their lived experiences. As a result of us leading the class
content and our SC learners passively receiving the information we saw and felt the “symptoms” of
blocking statements and perceived resistance in the classroom.
Significant Things Mentors Said
The IFL Mentorship has helped us gain the confidence to intentionally and planfully integrate all 9
Essential Skills into each SC workshop. Our biggest learning is shifting our mindset that we have the skills
and abilities to influence classroom situations, as we do not have the abilities to control everything that
happens inside, and there is only so much we can do to be prepared. Through our Mentorship, we have
learned to be adaptive to spontaneously pause our original agenda and plans in order to address critical
and necessary learnings. For example, in the Assets workshops a question was raised about the phone
number 211. A teachable moment that we seized, by pausing the discussion on Assets to differentiate
between 211, 311, 811, 911 and the non‐emergency services contact phone line. When debriefing with
our Mentors, they provided us with unexpected encouragement that we are flexible and responsive
Facilitators and that this necessary clarification was needed.
Our 3 pillars of learning, skill‐based instruction, guiding participation and collaborations, and the use of
plain language, can briefly summarize our learnings from the Mentorship. For skill‐based instruction we
used group activities that stimulate their critical thinking, problem‐solving, evaluating and analyzing
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skills. Our Mentors mentioned that using the SMART goal setting skill is a continuity tool for each core
SC class and this tool is applicable to grow our SC learners’ problem‐solving skills. Below is an example
of setting and achieving SMART goals:
SMART Tool

Weight Loss

Emergency Fund

Specific (what?)

I want to lose weight

I want to save

Measurable (how much?)

2lbs a month for 10 months

$12.50 a week or $1.78 a day
for 6 months

Attainable (how?)













Relevant (why?)





Meal preparation on
Sunday mornings
between 9am to noon
Use Canada’s food guide,
portioning and smaller
dishes
Practice mindful eating
once a day for 5 minutes
Use MyFitnessPal for
food tracking
Go to the gym Mondays,
Wednesdays and Saturdays
for 1hour. Half an hour for
cardio and the reminder of
the time weight lifting.
See Nutritionist and family
doctor once every four
months
Attend Alberta Healthy
Living workshops

For my improved health
because I am at risk for
diabetes
I want to live a pain‐free
life
Be able to keep up with
my children’s energy
levels and physical
exercise
















Track my expenses with a
notepad daily
Weekly track my spending
and savings in a calendar
Build and use a monthly
spending plan
Use cash only
Use Momentum’s Stop,
Look, and Listen card for
impulse purchases
Write down my needs
and wants every 3
months
Access free or low‐cost
community resources to
decrease my expenses
Stick closely to my
grocery list
Use coupons and money
saving apps when
applicable
To be more independent
Prevent a payday loan
and going into debt
Focus on my future
Prepare for an
emergency
Not go into crisis mode or
be “stuck” if or when
something comes up in my
life
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Timely (when?)





Start on June 24, 2016
Have bi‐weekly check‐ins to
stay on target
Finish goal by April 24,
2017





Start on June 8, 2016
Have a weekly reminder
Finish goal by November 2,
2016

We now use the SMART setting goal for every core financial literacy workshop with our SC participants
because repetition increases information retention. Also repetition ties all the workshops together into
one accumulative and continuous learning stream. Thus participants are better able to link information
together and make fuller sense of money management and the importance of continuously increasing
their financial capabilities.
As mentioned earlier, with us leading the class content there was not enough built‐in discovery and
reflection time for our SC learners. With the consultations of our Mentors we made more space to guide
our SC learners’ through active participation and mobilize their collaborations with each other. We now
highly encourage the process of learning through trial and error, and allow space for them to determine
their own comfort level of participation. We learned that participants’ involvement is the foundation of
engagement and active and responsible role for their learnings. Participant‐led workshops is the new
approach to the SC program. Activities are created in a way that participants can be involved in the
actual “work” during the class. It also encourages working with others and practicing what they have
learned.
In the Credit session, all twenty SC learners’ together participated in a class activity on building,
categorizing, analyzing and discussing vocabulary. Each participant was given two to three cue cards
with common credit vocabulary and their respective definitions. The SC learners’ job was to discuss with
the tablemates which of the four categories their words would fall under; good, bad, ugly and type of
credit. Then the enthusiastic SC learners excitedly and eagerly stood under one of the four category
signs and we each shared the word, definition and why defend why they selected that category.
Amongst the welcomed buzz of chatter and busy bodies shuffling from one category to another, we
observed high energy in the group and many cross conversations of participants’ convincing other
learners’ to join their group. With more participatory group activities we have seen a significant
decrease, if any, interruptions from some individuals who tended to fill precious classroom time with
blocking statements such as “this would‐not‐work” announcements and intimate self‐confessions.
Finally, we as facilitators we are more attuned to the classroom climate to ensure everyone has the
same understanding of the content through the use of plain language. As we facilitate we now give
multiple concrete examples to increase participants’ understanding on how to apply their learning in
their lives so that they are more able to retain the content. We are now more mindful in choosing our
words and explaining the content in accessible ways for everyone. For instance, before the mentorship
we would use the words “Group Norms” instead of in more simple and plain language “Group Rules” or
“Group Expectations”. Another area of recommendation from our Mentors is the title of our “Photo
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Media Release” document which translated into plain language now reads “Permission to Send You
Emails and to take Photos of You”.
Barry* is 53 years old and on the road to recovery through rehabilitation after a severe vehicle accident
and multiple concussions. Barry who is a quiet and soft spoken individual, after the third class,
approached us when all the participants have left for home and with a coy smile gently told us, “I get it.
When you teach me I actually understand what you are teaching me and I remember it. This means a lot
to me since I have brain problems and there’s a lot that’s going on which makes it hard for me to get
things easily.” It is evident that plain language is powerful and increases our participants’ learning, sense
of pride, self‐esteem and self‐worth that we are talking with them. We can only imagine that not using
plain language for our SC learners’ may feel as if we are “talking at” or “talking over” them and highly
unintentionally leaving our participants feeling “lesser than”.
Using plain language has kept the majority of the learners, if not all, on the same page and has
significantly minimized the number of times we have to loop back and reiterate the messaging again.
This minimizes language barrier frustrations, giving participants more dignity and saving valuable
classroom time for content delivery. Another suggestion, was changing our complex and potentially
negatively focused question in the Assets workshop from “How would your friends, family, coworkers,
and community members describe you?” to “What do your friends, family, coworkers, and community
members like best about you?” Clearly our experienced and knowledgeable Mentors have strongly
guided and strengthened our understanding of plain language for our financial literacy workshops.
Essential Skills Case Study – Thinking and Problem Solving Skills
Six months can change a lot, especially when someone is ready for change.
Coming into Savings Circles, Lisa was facing numerous life challenges; she had recently been homeless,
was dealing with a permanent physical disability that prevented her from working and was marginalized
due to her mental health status and addictions. The total effect of this trauma was evident in Lisa’s
philosophy of skepticism and defensive posture. But Lisa was committed to Savings Circles and bettering
her situation and she was very honest about her life and her struggles.
Diligent and open to learning in Savings Circles, she identified a major contributing factor to excess
spending – smoking. Lisa read smoking cessation books and critically reflected on her behaviours,
beliefs, and thinking process related to smoking. Taking careful problem solving steps, she successfully
quit her 50+ year habit and discovered new possibilities by having extra money.
Lisa’s achievement highlights how a participant can employ essential skills – Thinking and Problem
Solving to improve her life:
• Identifying a problem – identified smoking was a big contributing factor to spending
• Finding information – reading smoking cessation books
• Evaluating information – applied an idea to critically analyze root causes of smoking
• Solving a problem – quit smoking, thus improving her physical health and her monthly finances
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Lisa’s case was a one of many concrete examples where we were able to recognize how the SC program
helped our participants exercise essential skills to improve the quality of their lives. Lisa not only
increased her confidence and self‐esteem, she recognized her strength and ability to change. “I worked
on my addictions, but I had never quit smoking. I feel great. Now, I have more money to manage and
treat myself – I can go to see a movie when I want. There was so much money available when I quit
smoking!”
New SC Classroom Structure
We took a creative and calculated risk in changing the classroom structure with an abundant pay off. We
now have purposefully added a community resource (re)introduction air space during the
announcement section of the class. Participants have welcomed and received the community resource
announcement with enthusiasm because some participants discover a new resource, meanwhile some
are reminded of the existing resources. This section is met with such high enthusiasm that SC learners
have given us resources to populate our resources table. There is a brief forum for participants to share
their lived experiences with the community resource of the month, which is a validating experience to
be heard and contributes to the richness of the class community.
We then review previous classes’ key learnings and learning from our mentors that multiple repetition is
critical for remembering. This is then followed by another short conversation of what the SC participants
have tried or explored with the class. These rich, unedited and honest class dialogues of what’s going
well, what’s been a challenge and where they are headed has created a more united, cooperative and
caring class. In the beginning of the program we have observed a handful of individuals who have
tracked their spending contrasted by the middle of programming to the whole class have been tracking
the spending habits. We are honored to be working alongside the SC learners and seeing the class unity.
We then have small break out groups of more discussions on the new content. For instance in the Assets
workshop, we had three people per group and each group discussed and recorded what they would
need and want if we were to happily live on Mars. To create a further experiential learning experience
for the participants as advised by our Mentors we used painters tape and measured out a respectable
“living space” on Mars. We were taken aback with the playfulness, high energy and excitement of the
participants who were eager to stand in their blue‐boxed living area thinking of what they would need
and want on Mars. Participants commented that such activities are engaging, organized, and thoughtful.
They have expressed their sincerest gratitude to us for being accommodating, adaptive, responsive and
invested in facilitating in their learning journey. The groups then report back to the larger class about
their conversations. All the groups reported needing and wanting connections, basic needs and
resources, skills and knowledge, and self of self. No group reported needing financial assets to live
sustainably on Mars. A short and respectful break is taken with everyone returning to class hungry to
learn.
Participants then self‐selected an activity station they would like to start and they would rotate through
the four different activity stations with their respective group members (see Picture 1). The activity
stations with built‐in small movement breaks (when they move from one activity station to the next) are
greatly appreciated and keeps the learners engaged and ready to learn. Each class there is an activity
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station with a computer and projector set‐up for some of the SC class members to be exposed to one of
the essential skills of computer use and for other classmates the computer is the best way for them to
learn and retain the content. Before dismissing the class we have a go‐around where participants share
what resonated with them and what they are going to try. Each core class we maintain close to the same
structure for comforting predictability and honing in on the new learning content.

Picture 1. (above) Participant led‐classroom of the four different activity stations. Participants rotate through the activity
stations for the Assets workshop.

Thinking about the Future
We are scheduled to present at an all staff meeting about our learnings from the IFL Mentorship in
December 2016. Aside from the agency wide presentation, after the IFL project we will continue to
create and implement fresh and new participant‐led and experiential activities. We have observed and
received numerous positive feedback from participants about their enjoyment of discovering and
reflecting on the financial literacy information, as such SC learners were able to retain more of the
money management content with active participation. We now have a better understanding that our
participants bring with them rich experiences and knowledge. The carefully planned out money
management activities builds on their financial capabilities and for some individuals the activities gently
challenge their internalized common money myths. To illustrate, Trevor dealt a lot of challenges as a
newcomer to Canada; he experienced language barriers, isolation, and difficulties in accessing safe
services. These compounding traumas and credit myths left Trevor internally conflicted and confused
about collection calls he had been receiving. Trevor was under the impression that maxing out all his
credit cards, utilizing cash advances on his credit cards, and paying what he could afford would
supposedly build his credit score. Coming into the safe and supportive environment of Savings Circles,
Trevor reignited his personal strength, shed the once internalized credit myths, and developed his
strong personal money management philosophies through the experiential financial literacy activities.
Before our metamorphosis we had a text heavy poster (see Figure 1), which was shared with both
potential participants and agencies. Now with a strong and working knowledge of Essential Skills and the
levels of literacy we have created powerful and meaningful promotional materials. We now have
targeted promotional information; a Savings Circles postcard for potential participants (see Figure 2a.
and 2b.) and a double sided information sheet for partner organizations. We have applied our learnings
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from the two day training and the Mentorship to rebranding and we will continue to monitor the
effectiveness of our marketing materials for partner agencies and to potential Savings Circles
participants.

Figure 1. (above) Pre‐ IAF Mentorship project, an 8.5” x11” Savings Circles marketing poster for potential participants and
partner agencies
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Figure 2a. Front of Savings Circles marketing post card for potential participants

Figure 2b. (above) Back of Savings Circles marking post card for potential participants

In the future we would like to see a bi‐annual Essential Skills Community of Practice (CoP) meeting to
hear from other mentees about their mentorship experiences and integrated learnings. In addition to
the Essential Skills CoP, we hope there would be an online portal to share tools, resources and
participate in discussions. We strongly believe the CoP and online portal will allow for rich discussions on
common challenges and potential solutions to those challenges, as well as provide a formal space
allowing us to maintain a habit of practice.
Final Thoughts
We greatly appreciate the opportunity to be mentees in the IFL project. As mentioned, we found
creating an effective learning environment for all complex learners a challenge since there are limited
tailored resources available. The two full day workshops enhanced our understanding and skills when
working with foundational learners, and the IFL Mentorship project allowed us to critically examine our
facilitation style from a lens of Essential Skills and Literacy. Integrating and testing a new approach with
continuous support and guidance enabled us to successfully achieve positive outcomes and opened our
eyes to new possibilities. The IFL project is well structured and the Mentorship team is experienced and
highly passionate about this work.
When answering the question “Has the program made a difference if your life? If yes, how?” Savings
Circles participants answered with the following comments:
• Teacher was a very good communicator, good pace relates to real life situations
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•
•
•
•
•

The Facilitator went out of her way to make sure everyone’s needs were met
A very caring Facilitator, truly wants to help students to succeed
A fun atmosphere, understanding staff, and good people
Extremely well done, information is given in an engaging manner
The Savings Circles program got me to save when I thought I couldn’t on my low income

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I have improved confidence in my ability to manage my finances
I can make choices and set goals
Inspired hope I can accomplish things
Knowing others are in the same situation and there is hope for a better future
Kindness, useful info, new connections
Financial empowerment
Momentum opened a whole new world to me from Money Management to Savings Circles –
how to manage money, how to cope with complex issues by giving me places to go for help both
financial & emotional

Four common themes clearly emerged from our post program participant feedback; a strong association
to the money management content, improved financial capabilities, an increase in social connections,
and continuous life‐long learning. Truly this Mentorship has enhanced our classroom structure,
improved the learning climate and significantly shifted our facilitation style, as such our Savings Circles
participants are able to make huge gains with their money philosophies and continue their strides.
We are deeply grateful for all the hard work of Carol McCullough & Evelyn Tait, our mentors. Thank you
for your patience, creativity, responsiveness and most importantly teaching is the ability to live with
ambiguity and to spontaneously pause the plan in order to accommodate classroom situations.
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Appendix I: SCOPE
Essential Skills and Social Group Class (Art Class)
Each learner in our program (ESS Group) has unique learning challenges and requires support staff to
facilitate their participation. They are individuals with complex needs (mental and physical disabilities)
along with financial barriers, since all participants live on AISH. They require one‐to‐one (and sometimes
two‐to‐one) assistance to help cope with mental health issues, transportation needs, and often
translation of information given. In ESS class, learners can learn about nutritional values, cooking,
proper hygiene, art and music. There is a whole classroom (with all the bells and whistles) at their
disposal.
I started working with Calgary SCOPE Society around 11 years ago. I worked as a front line support
worker for clients with dual diagnosis mental disabilities for 5 years while I completed my undergrad
Commerce degree. I became a program coordinator in 2011 and was given the task of running the
Integrated Community Kitchen as a part of my caseload, and did so for about 5 years. I joined the IFL
project, was given a fantastic mentor, and quickly learned that essential skills, literacy and foundational
learning were much more involved than I thought. Much more than reading, writing and arithmetic – I
learned that this foundational learning could truly add value and meaning to my learner’s everyday lives.
It included anything from deciphering a recipe and cooking a meal they chose, to taking a coffee order
for a peer and heading out to Tim Horton’s.
Immediately after I took the initial IFL learning seminars, I charged ahead and tried to implement a very
detailed learning program into the community kitchen. I learned that this approach was far too
aggressive for learners who had negative feelings about formal learning environments and protocols. I
utilized both my mentors along with the IFL Project Facilitator to help me develop a more plain
language, and simple, program so that my learners would feel more comfortable with the learning
process. We had to make it look fun!
A big change, and obstacle, we faced was that the Community Kitchen became an environment that was
not conducive to appropriate (or safe) learning. The larger the cooking needs became, the less room
there was for learners and their support staff. Also, there were limited learning opportunities in the
kitchen, and the learning goals were quickly met and there was little room for growth.
In 2016, I met with another SCOPE facilitator and we came up with a solution that would support the
need for more learners and more learning opportunities. We decided to move the program to The
Calgary SCOPE Society Essential Skills and Social Group/Class (ESS Class). This program is held at the
much more spacious SCOPE office. It can hold far more learners in a safe and secure environment and
many more activities can be practiced as there is access to whiteboards, art supplies, a kitchen, etc.
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This past year, we modified our learning program, checklists, and evaluation process to better reflect
our learners’ abilities, goals and successes. We have come up with a completely different evaluation
tool this year to reflect the new key areas the funders are trying to identify. We continue to use the
picture book and Tim’s Run forms that we created in 2014.
We also look for hidden learning opportunities. For example, we identified several essential skills
learned during a “Timmy Run” and even created a document to help with the order instead of making a
scribbled list. It became apparent that in order to do a “Timmy Run” a learner would be working on the
foundational skills of document use (using order sheet), reading (interpret the form), writing (filling in
the order sheet), numeracy (dealing with the money from the orders and paying), oral communication
(taking the order and giving it at Tim’s) and working with others (everyone involved in giving and taking
the orders).
We saw this particular learning opportunity grow dramatically and it has now become company wide.
We have several learners go throughout our offices, introduce themselves to all the employees and take
the orders. New in 2016, we learned that this was also a hidden opportunity to learn time management
skills. Coffee gets cold, so the learners had to figure out how many orders they could take in order to
complete the run and get the coffee back hot enough to maintain repeat customers.
We have a young woman named “Shyla” who actually comes from another agency every week to
participate. ESS class was promoted in a flyer in our office and she attended another program at Scope.
She decided to give our program a try. When we first met her, she was very shy and had great difficulty
building relationships with her peers. “Shyla” is now an active participant in this program and has made
(hopefully) lifetime friends from this experience. We discovered that she is an amazing artist and her
confidence was built up enough in this area that she became a “helper” when the class was working on
an art project. She is still quiet, but open enough to hold conversations and share stories of her life. She
has even brought her own music so others can enjoy it during class. “Shyla” is very good with ideas and
would love to have the opportunity to try photography and cosmetology in the future. This type of
feedback allows me to develop new ideas and strategies for learning opportunities. We are lucky to
have her.
What I learned from being a part of the IFL Project for these past few years has been invaluable and
taught me a lot about myself. I now realize that learning is ongoing and transfers to all areas of one’s
life. The self‐esteem that is gained from learning a new skill or developing a desired one, affects EVERY
area of a person’s life and the learning becomes exponential. As a psychiatric social worker, my work
life becomes more fulfilling and easier when I have happy, healthy and satisfied learners as clients. I look
forward to continuing learning more about learning in the next year.
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